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This book helps interested audiences to get familiar with the basics of the object-oriented programming paradigm in C#
faster, for the author has written this book in the simple language, used extremely simple examples; however, being at
least junior level in C#.Net is preferred. Moreover, the important points have emboldened and underlined too.
As the world rapidly moves online, sectors from management, industry, government, and education have broadly begun
to virtualize the way people interact and learn. Virtual Learning Environments: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools and
Applications is a three-volume compendium of the latest research, case studies, theories, and methodologies within the
field of virtual learning environments. As networks get faster, cheaper, safer, and more reliable, their applications grow at
a rate that makes it difficult for the typical practitioner to keep abreast. With a wide range of subjects, spanning from
authors across the globe and with applications at different levels of education and higher learning, this reference guide
serves academics and practitioners alike, indexed and categorized easily for study and application.
In the history of mathematics there are many situations in which cal- lations were performed incorrectly for important
practical applications. Let us look at some examples, the history of computing the number ? began in Egypt and Babylon
about 2000 years BC, since then many mathematicians have calculated ? (e. g. , Archimedes, Ptolemy, Vi` ete, etc. ).
The ?rst formula for computing decimal digits of ? was disc- ered by J. Machin (in 1706), who was the ?rst to correctly
compute 100 digits of ?. Then many people used his method, e. g. , W. Shanks calculated ? with 707 digits (within 15
years), although due to mistakes only the ?rst 527 were correct. For the next examples, we can mention the history of
computing the ?ne-structure constant ? (that was ?rst discovered by A. Sommerfeld), and the mathematical tables, exact
- lutions, and formulas, published in many mathematical textbooks, were not veri?ed rigorously [25]. These errors could
have a large e?ect on results obtained by engineers. But sometimes, the solution of such problems required such technogy that was not available at that time. In modern mathematics there exist computers that can perform various
mathematical operations for which humans are incapable. Therefore the computers can be used to verify the results
obtained by humans, to discovery new results, to - provetheresultsthatahumancanobtainwithoutanytechnology. With
respectto our example of computing?, we can mention that recently (in 2002) Y. Kanada, Y. Ushiro, H. Kuroda, and M.
Starting at an introductory level, the book leads rapidly to important and often new results in synthetic differential
geometry. From rudimentary analysis the book moves to such important results as: a new proof of De Rham's theorem;
the synthetic view of global action, going as far as the Weil characteristic homomorphism; the systematic account of
structured Lie objects, such as Riemannian, symplectic, or Poisson Lie objects; the view of global Lie algebras as Lie
algebras of a Lie group in the synthetic sense; and lastly the synthetic construction of symplectic structure on the
cotangent bundle in general. Thus while the book is limited to a naive point of view developing synthetic differential
geometry as a theory in itself, the author nevertheless treats somewhat advanced topics, which are classic in classical
differential geometry but new in the synthetic context. Audience: The book is suitable as an introduction to synthetic
differential geometry for students as well as more qualified mathematicians.
This comprehensive manual covers all aspects required by Module 1 ECDL/ICDL Syllabus 4.0. Designed to gradually
build up your knowledge taking a step by step, exercise based approach. The ideal training solution, whether you are a
beginner, or if you just need to fill gaps in your existing knowledge. Module 1 gives an insight into hardware and software
as well as giving examples of how computers are used every day.Approved by the ECDL Foundation.
I am happy to present this book to the students who wish to learn abacus and wish to appear in the objective type
competitive examination. In such examinations, the students are required to solve the problems in limited time. The
conventional method of solving the mathematical problems in not only time consuming but also prone to mistakes
because of lengthy methods involved. This book explains the short cut method through abacus and integrating approach
of Vedic mathematics method and abacus method of solving the problems in faster way. For the convenience of students
and easy understanding, the basic approach of abacus is divided various chapters of learning and each chapters are
again divided in to various steps. This book covers basic terminology of abacus, formulae in abacus and their
applications in performing the basic operations of mathematics, including additions, subtractions, multiplications and
division. Each chapter contains rules, formulae, examples of solution with step by step approach and exercises for
practices.
Jazz Improvisation for Keyboard Players is a straightforward, no-nonsense improvisation series. It deals with creating melodies,
using the left hand, pianistic approaches to soloing, scale choices for improvisation and much more.
Goal Oriented Methodology and Applications in Nuclear Power Plants: A Modern Systems Reliability Approach presents the latest
data and research on the modern system reliability approach by GO methodology to improve the quality and reliability of nuclear
power plants (NPP). Quality and reliability are two key factors which are critical to the economic success of NPPs, hence this book
provides a comprehensive and systematic analysis of the latest data and research illustrated through the provision of examples
and solutions, applications and problems to test comprehension. Authors Xiao-Jian, Jian and Hui-Na systematically illustrate
reliability modeling, analysis, optimization allocation and assessment, and their applications in NPPs. This book, without assuming
prior knowledge, presents all required information in an accessible and easily applied style. It will be particularly valuable to
engineering and reliability professionals, nuclear engineering graduate students, reliability engineering specialists and nuclear
energy researchers. Presents the latest research and data in one resource, eliminating the need to consult many diverse sources
Includes examples and solutions that provide practical applications Combines principles, applications and examples within NPPs
to provide a very thorough understanding of the technological aspects presented
This title is a Study Guide for TOGAF® 9 Foundation. It gives an overview of every learning objective for the TOGAF 9 Foundation
Syllabus and in-depth coverage on preparing and taking the TOGAF 9 Part 1 Examination. It is specifically designed to help
individuals prepare for certification. This Study Guide is excellent material for: • Individuals who require a basic understanding of
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TOGAF 9; • Professionals who are working in roles associated with an architecture project such as those responsible for planning,
execution, development, delivery, and operation; • Architects who are looking for a first introduction to TOGAF 9; • Architects who
want to achieve Level 2 certification in a stepwise manner and have not previously qualified as TOGAF 8 Certified. A prior
knowledge of enterprise architecture is advantageous but not required. While reading this Study Guide, the reader should also
refer to the TOGAF Version 9.1 documentation (manual), available as hard copy and eBook, from www.vanharen.net and online
booksellers, and also available online at www.opengroup.org.
Essentials of Biostatistics in Public Health, Second Edition provides a fundamental and engaging background for students learning
to apply and appropriately interpret biostatistics applications in the field of public health. Many examples are drawn directly from
the author s remarkable clinical experiences with the renowned Framingham Heart Study, making this text practical, interesting,
and accessible for those with little mathematical background. The examples are real, relevant, and manageable in size so that
students can easily focus on applications rather than become overwhelmed by computations."
Full Syllabus Coverage of Service Tax, Central Excise, Customs, VAT and CST Use of simple language with a clear examination
focus Recent Amendments made by Finance Act, 2014 highlighted Recent Circulars, Notifications and Case Laws Examples and
Solved Illustrations for Crystallization of Concepts Use of Tables and Flowcharts for Easy Understanding of Concepts Studentfriendly Presentation for Effective Learning Chapter Overview at the beginning of each Chapter Self-Examination Questions at the
end of each Chapter “Short Revision Notes” for Quick Revision at the end of each Chapter
Der Grundkurs Theoretische Physik deckt in 7 Bänden alle für das Diplom und für Bachelor/Master-Studiengänge maßgeblichen
Gebiete ab. Jeder Band vermittelt das im jeweiligen Semester notwendige theoretisch-physikalische Rüstzeug. Übungsaufgaben
mit ausführlichen Lösungen dienen der Vertiefung des Stoffs. Der 4. Band behandelt die Gebiete Thermodynamik und
Relativitätstheorie. Für die Neuauflage wurde er grundlegend überarbeitet und um 24 Aufgaben ergänzt. Durch die zweifarbige
Gestaltung ist der Stoff jetzt noch übersichtlicher gegliedert.

Book DescriptionBasic Concepts of Algebra is an excellent refresher for algebra. It is also an indispensable reference
book re-definitions, theory and steps in solving algebraic problems. It covers a wide range of the necessary concepts and
content that will help the learner to develop a good background so as to waltz through algebra. The book has twelve
chapters: Numbers; Algebraic Expressions; Indices 1, Roots and Radicals; Indices 2; Equations 1; Equations 2;
Inequalities; Factorization; Quadratic Equations; Graphing; Solving Systems of Linear Equations and Logarithms. The
goal of this book is to give the learner the necessary and required concepts, skills and knowledge so as to be successful
in algebra. It is the author's view that a good grasp of the basic concepts of algebra will enable and encourage
competence in statistics, geometry, trigonometry and calculus. The learner is therefore encouraged to go through each
topic in this book meticulously and remember to practice questions from the exercises. The concepts are set out in a
clear format with definitions, examples and exercises. To make sure that you understand the material, each chapter ends
with a summary exercise. You should get the most from this book if you work steadily from the beginning to the end in
each chapter. Each chapter has the relevant topics and sub-topics with definitions and examples that will allow the
learner to easily workout the problems in the exercises.This book is suitable for high school and first year college
students. It may be introduced at the upper elementary level and be used right up to adult education. The book is good
for those persons who are a bit rusty in algebra or have forgotten content materials because it has been awhile since
they have taken an algebra course. If such is the case then this is the perfect book for you to refresh your skills and
sharpen your proficiency in core concepts of algebra.Finally I would like to reiterate that algebra can be fun but the
learner has to first get a good grasp of the basic concepts so as to have a rewarding experience which will not only
advance competency level in algebra but will be favorable for further studies in mathematics. Remember to make a firm
commitment to spend the time to study and practice your algebra.
Discover cutting edge theory and applications of modern remote sensing in geology, oceanography, atmospheric
science, ionospheric studies, and more The thoroughly revised third edition of the Introduction to the Physics and
Techniques of Remote Sensing delivers a comprehensive update to the authoritative textbook, offering readers new
sections on radar interferometry, radar stereo, and planetary radar. It explores new techniques in imaging spectroscopy
and large optics used in Earth orbiting, planetary, and astrophysics missions. It also describes remote sensing
instruments on, as well as data acquired with, the most recent Earth and space missions. Readers will benefit from the
brand new and up-to-date concept examples and full-color photography, 50% of which is new to the series. You’ll learn
about the basic physics of wave/matter interactions, techniques of remote sensing across the electromagnetic spectrum
(from ultraviolet to microwave), and the concepts behind the remote sensing techniques used today and those planned
for the future. The book also discusses the applications of remote sensing for a wide variety of earth and planetary
atmosphere and surface sciences, like geology, oceanography, resource observation, atmospheric sciences, and
ionospheric studies. This new edition also incorporates: A fulsome introduction to the nature and properties of
electromagnetic waves An exploration of sensing solid surfaces in the visible and near infrared spectrums, as well as
thermal infrared, microwave, and radio frequencies A treatment of ocean surface sensing, including ocean surface
imaging and the mapping of ocean topography A discussion of the basic principles of atmospheric sensing and radiative
transfer, including the radiative transfer equation Perfect for senior undergraduate and graduate students in the field of
remote sensing instrument development, data analysis, and data utilization, Introduction to the Physics and Techniques
of Remote Sensing will also earn a place in the libraries of students, faculty, researchers, engineers, and practitioners in
fields like aerospace, electrical engineering, and astronomy.
A clear and concise introduction and reference for anyone new to the subject of statistics.
A comprehensive source for microwave and wireless circuit design, the Commercial Wireless Circuits and Components
Handbook reviews the fundamentals of transmitters and receivers, then presents detailed chapters on individual circuit
types. It also covers packaging, large and small signal characterization, and high volume testing techniques for both
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devices and circuits. This handbook not only provides important information for engineers working with wireless RF or
microwave circuitry, it also serves as an excellent source for those requiring information outside of their area of expertise,
such as managers, marketers, and technical support workers who need a better understanding of the fields driving their
decisions.
The Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) of 2004 has placed a renewed emphasis on the importance of the
regular classroom, the regular classroom teacher and the general curriculum as the primary focus of special education.
This book contains over 100 topics that deal with real issues and concerns regarding the regular classroom and the
special education process. These concerns range from requirements for referring a child for an individual evaluation,
school discipline, classroom-based assessment, IEP meetings, inclusion and mainstreaming, and various legal
requirements relating to IDEA, Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, and the No Child Left Behind act. It stresses
the importance that every child with a disability must have goals "to enable the child to be involved in and make progress
in the general education curriculum." Other issues interspersed within this text include classroom needs, the planning of
individualized education programs, and participation in all aspects of the general curriculum. In order to achieve these
goals, support for the regular classroom teacher must be provided so that children with disabilities can be involved in,
and make progress in, the curriculum and participate in nonacademic activities.
Gain confidence and competence with HEALTH ASSESSMENT & PHYSICAL EXAMINATION, fifth edition! Promoting
healthy outcomes in patients begins with thorough and knowledgeable assessment, a key nursing responsibility. As you
develop and refine your examination skills, you will learn to view the patient from a holistic perspective of not only
physical well-being, but social, spiritual, emotional, and psychological health as well. With HEALTH ASSESSMENT &
PHYSICAL EXAMINATION fifth edition you will gain the confidence and technical skills required of a competent and welltrained professional. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may
not be available in the ebook version.
Now in its second edition, this book gives a systematic and self-contained presentation of basic results on stochastic evolution
equations in infinite dimensional, typically Hilbert and Banach, spaces. In the first part the authors give a self-contained exposition
of the basic properties of probability measure on separable Banach and Hilbert spaces, as required later; they assume a
reasonable background in probability theory and finite dimensional stochastic processes. The second part is devoted to the
existence and uniqueness of solutions of a general stochastic evolution equation, and the third concerns the qualitative properties
of those solutions. Appendices gather together background results from analysis that are otherwise hard to find under one roof.
This revised edition includes two brand new chapters surveying recent developments in the area and an even more
comprehensive bibliography, making this book an essential and up-to-date resource for all those working in stochastic differential
equations.
FROM THE PUBLISHER: It is very rightly said that if we teach today as we taught yesterday, then we rob our children of
tomorrow. We at Oswaal Books, are extremely upbeat about the recent changes introduced by CBSE in its latest curriculum for
2020-2021. We have made every possible effort to incorporate all these changes in our QUESTION BANKS for the coming
Academic Year. Updated & Revised Oswaal Question Banks are available for all the important subjects like ENGLISH, MATHS,
SCIENCE, HINDI, SOCIAL SCIENCE (SST), COMPUTER APPLICATIONS & SANSKRIT Some of the key benefits of studying
from Oswaal Question Banks are: • Chapter-wise/ Topic-wise presentation for systematic and methodical study • Strictly based on
the latest CBSE Curriculum issued for Academic Year 2020-2021, following the latest NCERT Textbook and Exemplar • Previous
Years' Question Papers with Marking Scheme & Toppers' Answers for exam-oriented study • Remembering, Understanding,
Application, Analysing & Evaluation and Creation Based Question based on Bloom's Taxonomy for cognitive skills development •
Latest Typologies of Questions developed by Oswaal Editorial Board included • Mind Maps in each chapter for making learning
simple • 'Most likely Questions' generated by Oswaal Editorial Board with 100+ years of teaching experience • Suggested videos
at the end of each chapter for a Hybrid Learning Experience IMPORTANT FEATURES OF THE BOOK: Self-Study Mode •
Chapter wise/Topic wise Previous Years’ Board Examination Questions to facilitate focused study • Latest Board solved paper
along with Marking Scheme and Handwritten Topper’s Answers for practice Exam Preparatory Material • Answers of CBSE
Marking Scheme up to March 2019 Exam with detailed explanations to score full marks in exams • Answering Tips & Commonly
Made Errors for clearer thinking All-In-One • Revision notes, Mind Maps & Grammar charts facilitate quick revision of chapters •
NCERT & Oswaal 150+ concept videos for digital learning WHAT THIS BOOK HAS FOR YOU: Latest CBSE Curriculum Strictly
based on the latest CBSE curriculum issued for Academic Year 2020-2021, following the latest NCERT Textbook. Latest Typology
of Questions Latest Typologies of Questions like Multiple Choice Questions,Tabular based Questions, Passage based Questions,
Picture based Questions, Fill in the Blanks, Match the Following, etc. have been exclusively developed by the Oswaal Editorial
Board and included in our Question Banks. Most Likely Questions ‘Most likely questions’ generated by our editorial Board with
100+ years of teaching experience. About Oswaal Books: We feel extremely happy to announce that Oswaal Books has been
awarded as ‘The Most Promising Brand 2019’ by The Economic Times. This has been possible only because of your trust and
love for us. Oswaal Books strongly believes in Making Learning Simple. To ensure student-friendly, yet highly exam-oriented
content, we take due care in developing our Panel of Experts. Accomplished teachers with 100+ years of combined experience,
Subject Matter Experts with unmatchable subject knowledge, dynamic educationists, professionals with a keen interest in
education and topper students from the length and breadth of the country, together form the coveted Oswaal Panel of Experts. It is
with their expertise, guidance and a keen eye for details that the content in each offering meets the need of the students. No
wonder, Oswaal Books holds an enviable place in every student’s heart!
Oswaal Books latest offering ONE for ALL is going to break down the actual studying strategies for success and empower the
students with the 5 E’s of Learning- Engage- Introduce interesting content enabling better assimilation of concepts ExploreProvide meaningful insights into various typologies and methodologies for effective exam preparation Explain- Give better
clarification for concepts and theories Elaborate- Complement studying with ample examples and Oswaal exam tools EvaluateConclude with Effective self-assessment tools Oswaal ONE for ALL, as the name suggests is an All in One package for Class 10.
for Excellence. It recognizes the need of students to not only get exam oriented study material for success but also to save time
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and energy by having all the content in one place, thus an All in One package for Class 10.
Topics • what this book is about, • its intended audience, • what the reader ought to know, • how the book is organized, •
acknowledgements. Specifications express information about a program that is not normally part of the program, and often cannot
be expressed in a programming lan guage. In the past, the word "specification" has sometimes been used to refer to somewhat
vague documentation written in English. But today it indicates a precise statement, written in a machine processable language,
about the purpose and behavior of a program. Specifications are written in languages that are just as precise as programming
languages, but have additional capabilities that increase their power of expression. The termi nology formal specification is
sometimes used to emphasize the modern meaning. For us, all specifications are formal. The use of specifications as an integral
part of a program opens up a whole new area of programming - progmmming with specifications. This book describes how to use
specifications in the process of building programs, debugging them, and interfacing them with other programs. It deals with a new
trend in programming - the evolution of specification languages from the current generation of programming languages. And it
describes new strategies and styles of programming that utilize specifications. The trend is just beginning, and the reader, having
finished this book, will viii Preface certainly see that there is much yet to be done and to be discovered about programming with
specifications.
This third edition of a popular, well-received text offers undergraduates an opportunity to obtain an overview of the historical roots
and the evolution of several areas of mathematics. The selection of topics conveys not only their role in this historical development
of mathematics but also their value as bases for understanding the changing nature of mathematics. Among the topics covered in
this wide-ranging text are: mathematics before Euclid, Euclid's Elements, non-Euclidean geometry, algebraic structure, formal
axiomatics, the real numbers system, sets, logic and philosophy and more. The emphasis on axiomatic procedures provides
important background for studying and applying more advanced topics, while the inclusion of the historical roots of both algebra
and geometry provides essential information for prospective teachers of school mathematics. The readable style and sets of
challenging exercises from the popular earlier editions have been continued and extended in the present edition, making this a
very welcome and useful version of a classic treatment of the foundations of mathematics. "A truly satisfying book." — Dr. Bruce E.
Meserve, Professor Emeritus, University of Vermont.
Uncommonly interesting introduction illuminates complexities of higher mathematics while offering a thorough understanding of
elementary mathematics. Covers development of complex number system and elementary theories of numbers, polynomials and
operations, determinants, matrices, constructions and graphical representations. Several exercises — without solutions.

Graph theory gained initial prominence in science and engineering through its strong links with matrix algebra and
computer science. Moreover, the structure of the mathematics is well suited to that of engineering problems in analysis
and design. The methods of analysis in this book employ matrix algebra, graph theory and meta-heuristic algorithms,
which are ideally suited for modern computational mechanics. Efficient methods are presented that lead to highly sparse
and banded structural matrices. The main features of the book include: application of graph theory for efficient analysis;
extension of the force method to finite element analysis; application of meta-heuristic algorithms to ordering and
decomposition (sparse matrix technology); efficient use of symmetry and regularity in the force method; and
simultaneous analysis and design of structures.
The field of modern logic is too extensive to be worked through by open cast mining. To open it up, we need to sink
shafts and construct adits. This is the method of most text books: a systematic exposition of a number of main topics,
supplemented by exercises to teach skill in the appurtenant techniques, lays a secure foundation for subsequent dis
cussion of selected questions. Compared with this, the present treatment is more like a network of exploratory drillings to
show that it would be worthwhile to start mining operations, or to work the existing shafts and adits, as the case may be.
Within this metaphor we may also describe the inherent weakness of this conception: once a cavity is pierced, the duct's
capacity will in general not be sufficient to carry away the discovered riches. But whether we are concerned with a new or
an already worked mine - at any rate, the experience should stimulate us into either reviving an existing system of shafts
or even, in particularly fortunate cases, designing a new ap proach.
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